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Download Download Download. Download Download.Q: Is there a need to fire an event in a RequestCompute task? My
problem can be described by the example below: compute.waitForCompletion(); ... //Some time later
compute.requestCompletion(); In the first line I am waiting for the computation to finish. In the second line I am sending a
request for notification that the computation finished so that I can act on it. Is there any need for the second line? It seems
unnecessary to fire an event that eventually happens when the computation finishes. A: The Compute API is for two purposes:
to wait for a computation to finish, which is a fair use case to keep a thread from being blocked waiting for a computation to
finish RequestCompletion is used to add another layer between computation and the user, so that the developer can provide
some kind of post-processing of the computation to be performed. So: compute.waitForCompletion(); // Wait for computation
to finish event.requestCompletion(compute, &someData); somePostProcess(someData); compute.unlock(); If you don't care to
add any kind of post-processing, then there is no need to add RequestCompletion. If you provide additional post-processing
(which is probably a good idea), then RequestCompletion is very useful because you have a way to interrupt the computation
and register further post-processing without having to wait for the computation to finish first. CINCINNATI - The organization
behind the annual Cincinnati Comic Con, OHCO, which is in its 11th year of operations, will be hosting the inaugural show at
the Cincinnati Convention Center (formerly the Homewood Suites). Called Cheap Comic Cons, the first show will be on
October 15th and 17th, 2013. They will have vendor booths and a participant-scaled show floor. This is an indoor show, all ages
are welcome. The event will be held at the Cincinnati Convention Center (formerly known as the Homewood Suites) from
10:00am to 6:00pm on October 15th, and 10:00am to 5:00pm on the 16th. There will be a pop-up Geek Bar, food vendors, and
cosplayers. Each day will have an open f678ea9f9e
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